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“Theworld teemswithcoincidences. ... InKeeler,
however, there is an algorithm to chance—or at
least thesearch for suchanalgorithm—justas there
might be a logic to happenstance. And this logic is
not to be found outside the novel, nor even in the
novel. It is the novel itself. ... A coincidence, after
all, is nothingmore than the suggestion of symme-
try, or design, an elusive apprehension of mean-
ing. ... Symmetry is how we manufacture the illu-
sion, the impression, the glint of meaning in our
otherwise meaningless and chaotic lives.”

—André Aciman

!
All right, I did take small liberties withAciman’s
text. He’s discussing the films of Éric Rohmer. But
the affinity to the Keeler quote northwest of the
words you’re currently reading struck me hard.

!
Neil Gaiman recently published this picture of a

three-dimensional drawing of a gramophone, cre-
ated by Edward Gorey. Impressive. But we of the
HSKSaremore impressedby the four-dimensional
literature on Neil’s bookshelf.

https://site.xavier.edu/polt/keeler
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Keeler and the Bookseller’s Daughter
by Chris Mikul

I RECENTLY acquired two copies of Keeler’s
workswith interestingassociations.The first is
a copy of The Voice of the Seven Sparrows in-
scribed to Miss Frieda Stein, the daughter of
Chicago bookseller Max Stein, with a letter to
her which reads, in part:

Dear Miss Stein:
I’ve known you now ever since you

were a molecule—some 13 years since I
first became Mr. Gontier’s editor and
was thus inducted into the mysteries of
yourblockandmetMaxhimself.Andso
I take great pleasure in sending you a
copy of my VOICE OF THE SEVEN
SPARROWS, which is in its 5th or 6th
edition, I understand, on this side by
Duttons. […] I know you are very busy
with your school work, and I do not ex-
pect you to read it; but surely there is
some healthy cat with a loud yowl near
where you live that, some night, THE
VOICE OF THE SEVEN SPARROWS,
correctly aimed and correctly thrown,
can end THE VOICE OF THE SEVEN
BLACKCATS, this cat andhis sixwives!
I’veottygraffed it toyou, andaskyou

at thesametimetoremembermetoyour
papa and mama.

The second book is a first edition of The Five
Silver Buddhas containing a letter addressed to
“Mr andMrs Stein orMiss Frieda Stein.” It be-
gins:

Dear Max Stein:
Inasmuch asmynewnovel (my 16th)

THEFIVESILVERBUDDHAS,being is-
suedbyDuttonsFeb1st,makesmention
of you in one certain paragraph—sort of
makes you, for a second, be an actual
person in the story—and also mentions
your store as well, I have asked them to
ship you a copy on the release date.
I can’t tell you justwhere themention
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is, because I haven’t a
paged-up proof yet my-
self; but if Frieda cares to
read it, she will undoubt-
edly come to the part.

As Keeler indicates in his let-
ter to Frieda, he first met the
Steins around1919,whenhebe-
came the editor of 10 Story Book.
Max owned a famous book-
store, Stein’s Books and Novel-
ty, at 526 South State Street. It
was founded byMax’s father in
1885, andhad long been a haunt
of magicians and other show
people. In addition to books, it
sold magic tricks, masks, for-
tune-telling gear and postcards.
Max was also a book publisher,
issuing dozens of works on
eclectic subjects including
Tricks and Traps: Over 100 Vari-
eties of Confidence Games, Faker’s
Snares and SwindlesbyCliftonR.
Wooldridge; De Vere’s Negro
Sketches: End-Men’sGags andCo-
nundrums by William De Vere;
and The Power of Personal Mag-
netism: (How Attained) by Yacki
Raizizun. It’s no wonder this
was a bookstore Keeler liked to
frequent.

Themain action of The Five Silver Buddhas takes
place over 48 breathless hours. It opens with an
auction of Oriental and Chinese merchandise in a
“gaudily bedecked” rented space on South State
Street. Among the items on offer are five little sil-
ver figures of Buddha which have been listed as
good luck charms. The auctioneer takes one for
himself, and sells the others to four men, among
them a burglar named Tim Waldo. But these fig-
ures have a peculiarity: the Buddhas are covering
their eyes with their hands, and as will soon be-
come clear, they are far more likely to bring bad
luck than good.
That evening, Tim is inhis rented room inSouth

State Street, discussingwithhis fellowburglar Jer-
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ry a job they will carry out later that night, when
Tim’s German landlady, Mrs. Schempelwitz,
knocks on the door. She asks them if they heard all
the commotion andpolice sirens an hour earlier—
which they didn’t—and tells them that just as the
auction was ending, a limousine drove up and
three masked men burst from it, pulling machine
guns from under their coats and demanding ev-
eryone raise their hands. Amanwhowas passing
later told Mrs. Schempelwitz that he saw the auc-
tioneer pulling a gun from his hip pocket, but ran
off scared before he saw anything else. But there
wereothers….Hangon, I’ll letMrs. Schempelwitz
continue (her speech rendered as only Keeler
could):

Butdeyvoss odderswhovass see eferyding
too—unt vun vass Max Stein
vot owns der novelty store di-
rectly agross der sdreed. Twen-
ty year I haf known Max mein-
self. Unt Max vos dell der
boleece—so it comes by der ra-
dio—dot der minute dis man
vass pull dot gun oudunt sdard
shooding, dem dree men mit
der masks chust up unt gif it to
him mit dier machiney guns.
Unt he drop deat. Yeah, deat.

And so didMax Stein attain literary
immortality!
WhenMaxdied in 1950, at the age of

74, Frieda inherited the bookstore.
Keeler remained friendswith her, and
in one of his Keyhole newsletters from
1961, wrote an account (possibly
slightly colored) of howFrieda helped
him out of a tight situation one night.

OH THANK YOU, FRIEDA!
We went this evening into the
liquids caravansary called, for
some reason, The Smoldering
Pup, in the “block” on South
State Street, to get our evening
eye-opener for our evening’s
beat on the Rialto. No sooner
atop the stool than a B-girl set-
tledbesideus. “Oh, buymamaa
drink, puh-lease?” “Okay, a

drink for mama here.” Two hatless tough
mugs wearing black shirts sidled onto the
stools each side of us. Another identical
such, with a razor in his hand, moved in
back of us and pretended to try to shave by
the barmirror.Weasked the bartender how
much. He said, “Four bucks.” We paid,
drank. Themugwith the razor in back of us
said, “Mama there needs another drink
bad.”Wepulled out a blank check fromour
pocket. “And do we!” we affirmed. “Bar-
tender,” we ordered, “learn how to mix a
goldenbuttercup tillwestepupthestreet 40
feet or so and cash this check for twenty
bucks with Frieda.” “Frieda?” they all cho-
rused. “Max Stein Company?” “Yep,” we
said proudly, “we’ve known Frieda, who
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with her husband Al Fenster, operates that
amazing 100-year-old bazaar of books and
novelties, since she was a kid. Knew her fa-
ther, Max Stein, before her.” And, for good
measure, we even added, “And we knew
his father before him. Be right back,” we
said, and added to the bartender, “and start
learning how to mix a golden buttercup.”
Check in hand, and validated as to having
financial sources and knowing the impor-
tant people of the block, we made perfect
exit. We didn’t, under the happy circum-
stances, even have to leave our hat on the
bar stool.

In another Keyhole, sent out in 1963, Keeler
addressed Frieda and Al directly, knowing their
fondness for “new intriguing carbohydrate de-
pots”:

Have you both tried Siebens Brewery, at
1470 North Larrabee? The sandwiches are
Teutonically elephantine, the glass bier
steins heavy like hell, but the cobblestone-
paved courtyard, with the tall side of the
enclosing brewery, strung with strings of
flowers, is cool. And the babble—on a Sat-
urday night! Compared with it, the roar of
Niagara Falls is like amouse crooning a lul-
laby to its first-born.

Alas, this story doesn’t have a happy ending,
althoughKeelerdidnot live to everknowit. By the
1980s, the section of South State Street where
Stein’s Books and Novelty was located had be-
come rundown, and the shop itselfwas dilapidat-
ed. The city wanted it torn down, but Frieda was
determined to keep it open until it reached its
100th anniversary in 1985.
On the evening of 16December 1983, a friend of

Frieda’s phoned the police, saying they had seen
twomen in the shop but there was no sign of Frie-
da. When police arrived, the body of the 77-year-
old bookstore owner was found in a back room.
She had been sexually assaulted and murdered.
The two men in the shop were found to be cus-
tomers, and released. C.J. Laity, a Columbia Uni-
versity journalism student who had interviewed
Frieda twoweeks earlier, told theChicago Tribune,
“She was very kind and very open. She’d tell sto-
ries for hours.”

The shop was soon demolished, and a condo-
minium went up in its place.
The crime was unsolved for many years. And

then, in 2011, DNA found at the scene was tested
and found tomatch that of JosephWalker, 59,who
was serving a life sentence for a murder in Utah.
Hewas chargedwith Frieda’smurder, but denied
having anything to do with it. He couldn’t have
been in the bookstore, he said, because “me and
books never get along.”

Extremely little-known fact: philosopher
Ludwig Wittgenstein posed for the March

1930 issue of 10 Story Book.
We bet you didn’t know!
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Our trusty clipping bureau (Messrs.Rommick andCustin,ClippingAgents, of ShoeLane, London)* recently
provided the following further evidence that Harry Stephen Keeler did, in fact, exist at actual spacetime
coordinates in our ownuniverse. Said evidence is steadily accumulating and,wepropose, ought to go some
way toward allaying the doubts of skeptics regarding the actuality of said writer.

*Also known as Jim Weiler.

Chicago Tribune, February 13, 1942. As assid-
uous readers ofKNwill of course recall, in issue
5 (1997), we advertised a copy of THE VAN-
ISHING GOLD TRUCK (1941) inscribed “To
George Faulds whomay find page 252 of inter-
est.” Page 252 is the first of a chapter set in Bill
Targ’s “cozy little [book]shop at 335 South
Dearborn Street.” “Presumably”—we reckless-
ly speculated—“‘Bill Targ’ is George Faulds!”
Not so—as evidenced by the above clipping
and by a Wikipedia page that is now dedicated
to Mr. Targ (1907-1999)—who is best remem-
bered for acquiring Mario Puzo’s The Godfa-
ther for Putnam when he was editor in chief of

that firm. The inci-
dent above may
have been report-
ed by Targ to
HSK, who passed
it on to theTribune
in one of his
countless efforts
at self-promotion.
But all that is just
—reckless specu-
lation—and pre-
sumption!

Above, another sign of the friendship between Keeler
and August Derleth (see KN #49), from the Chicago
Tribune, July 25, 1943. Now, who can find a transcript
of the panel discussion?
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Wet Poultry
by Jim Weiler

The man: Riendo A. Carcajadas. He never
could hold on to a job, but in middle age he
kicked an annoying rooster off the Santa
Monica Pier only to discover that it swam
like Nessie, herself. Stars in his eyes,
Riendo caught that rooster and turned it into
an act.

Not just any act—a major attraction at
Santa Monica Pier, “Milo the Swimming
Rooster,” is his, and all rights and registered
trademarks therefrom. That lone rooster is his
entire livelihood, via live performances,
circulating movie-house novelty “news” reels,
floatable rooster figurines, rooster gag-neckties
and t-shirts, rooster banners, a “You Are Milo!”
stick-your-head-through-the-hole-where-the-

rooster-head-would-be photo concession, rooster postcards and even cardboard records of Milo doing
nothing more than crowing and splashing for three solid minutes.

The live performances won’t go on much longer. Milo is getting long in the ... beak. So our
man is very protective of all images and derivations from same, particularly photos shot when Milo
was looking downright studly—and triply protective of the original negatives of the images. Those
negs, he is sure, and the sale of such novelty products as he can concoct using them, are going to keep
him fed ... let’s be realistic, maybe only with cat food ... in his old age.

When Riendo saw the photo of Milo (credited to Pacific and Atlantic photos) he recognized it as
one of his own. How, he wondered, is P&A producing such high quality prints? Checking his files, he
discovered that this one negative was missing—in its place a note reminding him that he had
loaned the negative to the Los Angeles Times years ago for a pier promo piece they were doing for the
Sunday Supplement. Evidently the Times never returned the neg, and they let it get into the unethical
hands of this P&A outfit. “I must have it back!” is our man’s new obsession, while visions of lawsuits,
reparations, damages, and a lump sum settlement pluckable like a ripe plum ... dance in his head.

He’s been working on training his opossum, Lil Ricky, to surf. But wet possums lose all
the cuddle appeal they barely ever had; the audiences are not enthusiastic; so Riendo isn’t either. And
after years of concentrating on his sideshow, what little hire-ability Riendo A. Carcajadas may have
once had is long gone. He needs that Milo negative. Because every Milo photo sold by someone else is a
Miaow Mix supper Riendowill never get to taste.

Harry set himself a challenge about a century
ago: explain “desperate effort of man to obtain
original of above photo.” He never got around to
meeting that challenge, but that’s all right—he left
us inspiration for our own flights—er, swims—of
fancy ...
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Chapter 29
by Ken Keeler

“I understand you claim to have the original of this Pacific and Atlantic Photo Bureau
photograph, Sergeant Culholland?” said Rorch Carpenkeet to the young man behind the desk at the
Flatville police station.

“Oh, I have better than that,” replied Culholland. “I have the rooster himself!”
A reaction of pure joy mixed with surprise crossed Carpenkeet’s face. “A fact?! Sir, you have

done a great thing. Finding the original of that image was merely an intermediate objective in my
ultimate quest—which was to recover the fowl himself! You have earned double the $2000 reward
which I promised in advertisements taken out in every major newspaper in America—but take me to
him, immediately, please!”

“Glad to, Mr. Carpenkeet.”
Culholland escorted the radiologist into a back room, from which a plate-glass window looked

into a bare chamber that had doubtless seen many confessions beaten out of many innocent Flatville
men and women and possibly children, and knocked on the window. “Gardoon? Bring in the
witness.”

“Witness?” puzzled Carpenkeet.
“The rooster is a material witness in the case of your brother’s murder.”
“Oh, but Frank wasn’t murdered. He drowned in the Big River flood last spring. I believe he

must have been out checking his log collection when the flood reached his home in Bigriverburgh, and
been swept away. The poor boy couldn’t swim, you know.”

“Yes, I know. You see—”
But at that moment a uniformed officer entered the other chamber with a black-and-orange

rooster in custody and placed him on the floor, where the bird proceeded to cock its head quizzically.
“There he is! That’s my brother’s beloved Pecko!” cried Carpenkeet. “Please, let me have him!”
“Not so fast, Carpenkeet. Pecko’s got some unfinished police business,” said Culholland, and

rapped on the glass again. Officer Gardoon exited, then re-entered with a piece of cardboard, perhaps
one foot square and on two platforms like a standing mirror, into the room. On it were nine small
photographs. Eight were of men of various ethnicities and, presumably, accents. The ninth—at the left
end of the second row—was of Rorch Carpenkeet. Gardoon placed the stand—which resembled
nothing so much as a tiny three-by-three police lineup—a few feet from the poult—that’s right,
“poult”—and stepped back.

“What—what is the meaning of—” gasped the radiologist. But even before he finished, the
rooster had strutted directly up to the cardboard and begun to peck violently at Carpenkeet’s picture!

“What is he doing? Pecko! Pecko!” Carpenkeet began to gesture wildly at the rooster, who
obliviously continued his assault on the photograph.

Culholland rapped on the glass again, signaling the officer to pick up the enraged bird and exit
the chamber. “The glass is of the half-silvered variety, Carpenkeet. Pecko can’t see you, so you needn’t
attempt to intimidate him into silence.”

“Why should I want to—”
“The game is up. You’ve been positively identified.”
“Identified? By a bird pecking at random at a collection of photographs?”
“Hardly at random. Pecko’s been shown those nine pictures ten times—under wildly varying

lighting conditions!—and has pecked at yours, and only yours, ten out of ten. The odds of which
occurring by random chance are approximately—as you can calculate for yourself—one in three-and-
a-half billion. And of course, as you well know, Pecko is no ordinary chicken.”

The younger man’s pleasant demeanor shifted rapidly as he wheeled accusingly on
Carpenkeet. “You set Pecko on that log and shoved him out into the flood waters to die—along with
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your non-swimming brother Frank!” The radiologist gaped speechlessly as Culholland continued.
“Frank Carpenkeet drowned, of course. It must have seemed like the perfect crime—but you didn’t
count on the log getting trapped, still inhabited by Pecko, some 500 miles downriver and six months
later, at the lock on the Flatville Canal. Or on Pecko being rescued by one, Tommy Culholland,
photographer for the Flatville Bugle!”

“Photographer? Then you are no—”
“Police sergeant? Not me!” chuckled Culholland. “But please, allow me to list some other

things you didn’t count on. Such as one, Tommy Culholland, spotting the advertisement you placed in
the Bugle after my photograph of Pecko’s rescue appeared worldwide, putting two and two together,
calling in a favor from Flatville Sheriff Bruno Hendry, masquerading as a police sergeant, and sending
the telegram that summoned you here!

“I imagine you felt safe from detection until you saw that photograph and realized there was a
witness to your crime—a witness who—yes—you knew could and would identify you as your brother’s
killer—Pecko, scion of the greatest tic-tac-toe-playing chicken dynasty the world has yet seen! Small
wonder that you spared no expense to locate the original photo in hopes that it would lead you to the
bird himself!”

“How did you know?” rasped Carpenkeet as Gardoon escorted the rooster into the room.
“Because just as I am no police sergeant, neither am I named Culholland! Meet Arthur

Carpenkeet—yes, Uncle Rorch!—Frank’s son and heir! And Father’s tic-tac-toe-playing-chicken farm,
the one you’ve been running into the ground while developing your X-ray goggles—rightfully belongs
to me!”

Pecko flew directly at Carpenkeet and began to peck like a Thompson-Trentino Eversharp
Pecking Engine at his face. “Take him away, Gardoon,” snorted Culholland. “And invite Miss
Warthwent in. I wonder how she’ll take the news that we can finally marry, settle down, and raise a
gaggle of tic-tac-toe-playing-chicken-farmer’s daughters?”

The Riddle of the Natatory Cockerel
by Richard Polt
CHAPTER XXXIX

IN WHICH A SINOPHILE—IS FLABBERGASTED!
“Bud-d-d—why?”
Tzschopp Suey, Teutonic admirer of all things Celestial, and congenital stutterer, spluttered

the question as he drew his ornately embroidered silk dressing gown tighter around his lederhosen.
“Why—d-d-do you seek ze oliginal—of said photoglaph-ph-ph?”

“Well, you see”—retorted Tilde Bumperworth, sporting a moue on his patently 31-and-a-half-
year-old face—“said photoglaph—which you printed yesterday in the Berlin-Peking Prognosticator—
depicts none other than the late Chanticleer McSwimmo, world’s champion natatory cockerel—and
beloved pet of none other than my late Uncle Cedillo Bumperworth, who rescued him—from a log in
a canal! aye!—when a mere chick!”

Suey stroked, nonplussedly, his braided brunet pigtail and his blond handlebar moustache.
Both—at once! And listened with attention.

“Uncle Cedillo was a bit of an eccentric, you see. And when he died—of hyperplasty of the gall
bladder!—he left me the entirety of his stock in the Amalgamated Bumperworth-Finocchio Chromo-
Photo-Gram Company—worth no less than $10,000!—the exact sum I need to pay my aerialist-school
loans and marry Chresilda!—if, provided—and on the condition!—that I can open the O’Hanrahan-
Wickramasinghe safe in his study—no yeggman’s dynamite soup allowed!—within one week!—and
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retrieve said stock certificates! Which same will elsewise
be donated in toto to the Society for the Psychiatric
Amelioration of Cats!”

“Bud-d-d whad-d-d—d-d-does zis haff to
do wid-d-d—”

“All—is about to be revealed! Uncle
Cedillo also bequeathed me Chanticleer
McSwimmo himself—the taxidermied remnants
of same!—who, by the way, had died of
hyperplasty of the gizzard!—along with the
posthumously automatically transmitted Obitu-
Gram that I now draw from my vest pocket!”
Which Tilde did. “‘NEPHEW IF YOUWISH TO
KNOWA CERTAIN COMBINATION YOU
NEED ONLY OBSERVE THE SEQUENCE OF
COLORS IN CHANTICLEERS NECK FEATHERS
DASH BEGINNINGWITHWHAT IS KNOWN AS
THE RIGHTWATTLE ADJACENT FEATHER AND
PROCEEDING AROUND TO THE LEFT EXCLAMATION
MARK DASH BEARING IN MIND THAT SAID COLORS
CORRESPOND TO NUMBERS OF CHROMATICALLY ACTIVE
CHEMICALS IN THE B F CATALOG EXCLAMATIONMARK.’”

“Ach—so! Bud-d-d zen—”
“I had the solution—in my mitts? No! For all ten feathers from the left side of Chanticleer’s

upholstered neck—had been—unceremoniously—plucked! And absconded with—to parts unknown!”
“And-d-d thelefole—”
“Precisely! I require the photograph whose black-and-white reproduction appeared in yesterday’s

Prognosticator—whereas Uncle Cedillo’s original fond snapshot—quite logically—was a full-color
chromo-photo-gram!”

“Bu—”
“No! There are no other such chromo-photo-grams extant—today! For the entire contents of

Uncle’s file cabinet marked C. MCSWIMMO—LEFT-SIDE PORTRAITS—were reduced to papier-mâché
—by an overflow from his J’Accuso-Marien Bath—directly upstairs—on the afternoon of his very
demisement! For he expired—in his very bath!—before shutting off the tap!”

“B—”
“No! I cannot simply guess! For there are precisely—as Beezum’s Revised Poultry Encyclopedia

teaches us—41 possible colors of a rooster’s feathers!—and there were 21 surface feathers on
Chanticleer’s neck—corresponding to the 21 numbers required to open an O’Hanrahan-Wickramasinghe
combination safe!—10 of which feathers are non est—thus yielding 4110 possible sequences—or
13,422,659,310,152,401!”

“I—s-s-see,” blubbered Suey. “Und—I s-s-sympasize wid-d-d your pledicament. Yet I cannot help
—dilectly! Fol said ph-ph-photoglaph was plovided-d-d—to the Plognosticatol—by the P-P-Pacific and
Atlantic Pictule Selvice! In b-b-black—and white! Yet—I may be able to help—indilectly! Fol I have a
close l-l-lelation—who wolks at the Selvice!”

“Who?”
“My folmel loommate—and wombmate—thad-d-d is to say, my identical twin—Tzsch-Tzsch-

Tzschibi Suey! Admilel of all sings—Japanese! Bud-d-d—be walned-d-d!”
“Wh—”
“Because! He c-c-communicates ex-x-xclusively—in the sh-sh-shenjiji dialect!”
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The Weird, Winged Will
by Jim Weiler

Cranston Thrushmartin, camera buff extraordinaire and bird fancier of boundless enthusiasm
but no repute was never to be found without one of his twin lens Yashikas dangling from his neck. He
shot tens of thousands of rolls of medium-format black and white, snapping a picture every time he
spotted a lone bird, whatever its species. Nightly in his personal photo lab he developed and printed
them all, enlarging each bird to fill a 6x6 print using a Leitz Wetzlar enlarger that looked like a cross
between a toilet-valve bulb and an atom bomb.

After the prints dried he spent his nights microscopically examining each bird in each photo by
the magnification of his Dazor magnifying floor lamp, eagerly swinging the articulating arm from
print to print, looking for Crom-only-knows-what. On a rare night, once or twice a month, he found
Crom-only-knows-what in a print and pocketed it. Finally, spent and exhausted, he would shuffle the
day’s prints into a stack, wrap the lot in brown paper, and toss the packet haphazardly into his
backyard barn.

None of the expense of this obsessive photography made a dent in Cranston Thrushmartin’s
finances. When still a boy he had inherited a sizeable chunk of his grandfather’s fortune—grandfather
Ansible Thrushmartin, founder of Thrushmartin Industries, the largest supplier of steel foundry
equipment in Pennsylvania, whose fortune had allowed two generations of descendants to pursue
their personal eccentricities.

So, what became of the pocketed prints, you ask? Nothing, by and large. He carried them for a
few days, taking them out and studying them again and again. Then, Crom-only-knows-why, he grew
tired of them and packed them with the next day’s prints, tossing them into the barn. Except
sometimes he sent one off to a stock-shots agency, Pacific and Atlantic, Crom-only-knows-why. He
sure didn’t need any proceeds that might result.

Despite his all-consuming obsession with bird photography, one woman, Toots Boudreaux,
was able to catch Cranston’s attention long enough to marry him and bear him a son before divorcing

him, claiming neglect—and claiming a hefty chunk of his fortune in the
settlement, but not so hefty that Cranston noticed the diminution.

Indeed, the charges of neglect were true; Cranston hardly noticed
that his wife, nor the measly millions she waltzed away with,
were gone.

But he doted on his son, Crow Thrushmartin.
Whenever the demands of school allowed, Crow

was beside Cranston on his photographic outings,
bonding father-son as fathers and sons have bonded
on outings since Crom-only-knows-when. They
chatted about all things grave and trivial until, as
father-son conversations eventually do, the subject
came around to Crow’s future.

“Daddy, what should I be when I grow
up?” the lad pondered.

“Whatever-on-earth you want to be, my
boy!” Cranston effused. “Crom knows you are
going to be rich.”

And at that moment, Cranston Thrushmartin
realized he had made no last will and testament.

“Look here, Crow,” he said, taking a recent
photograph out of his pocket. “I’m writing my will on
the back of this picture. You will inherit my entire fortune

on my death, and when you turn 21 a million-dollar trust-
fund will be yours, too.”

And flipping the photo over, holding it in his left hand
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and jotting with his right, Cranston Thrushmartin wrote out, then and there, in a small, clear hand, all
the details in painstaking legalese.

Too young to really understand what his father was doing—though at the appropriate time he
would remember his father saying “I’m writing my will”—Crow was instead fascinated by the picture
that peeked out between the fingers of his father’s left hand. A soaking-wet rooster up to its neck in
water, leaving a wake as it seemed to swim along.

Cranston Thrushmartin died when Crow was in his teens. The estate lawyers said he had left no
will. Relatives started coming out of the woodwork, including Toots Boudreaux-Thrushmartin, now
known as Toots Thibideaux, and the wrangling began. It began to look like Crow might inherit diddly
squat.

Crow Thrushmartin thought back to the day when his daddy had written out his last will and
testament. If he could only find that photograph...

Over the course of a year he opened every wrapped packet in Cranston Thrushmartin’s old barn.
He found swimming ducks and geese galore. Some swimming swans. But there was not one single
picture of a swimming rooster.

Then, while reading the Sunday Sports Supplement in the Tribune, he spotted the picture he
remembered. A trip to the Tribune’s office and a series of aggravatingly uninformative conversations
finally netted him the information that the paper had licensed the photo from Pacific and Atlantic years
ago, keeping it only long enough to halftone it for later use, then returning it. They still had P&A’s
address on file...

When Crow Thrushmartin got there, he found only an empty warehouse. On the door, an old
post:

Bankruptcy Auction

Per court order 921-A-40 in the county of Wilshire the physical assets of Pacific and Atlantic
will be sold at auction on Thursday, February 15, 1951, at this location.

This will be a cash-and-carry auction, all sales final.

1951, Crow Thrushmartin realized with dismay, was four years ago! Was it sold, or was it
destroyed with the unsold remainders? Or sold, then destroyed?—!—? To find out he would have to
track down those cash buyers...

And so began a man’s desperate effort to obtain the original of one lost photo.

In literary terms it has once been written
“There’s nothing as busy as a wet hen” —
But a rooster experiences absolute anguish
When immersed in the domain of the fish.

For example, viz the plight of rowing cocks,
And the crowing leader — a feathered cox —
Whom a gust of wind (which shouldnt oughta)
Lifts up and drops in the water.

And then loudly does this cox cock crow!
Lest his corporeal form end up logged below;
But he’ll soon discover that one of the things
That will mightily assist in water is: wings.

—Gavin L. O’Keefe
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Applying for copyright used to involve such glorious pink paperwork! Now you
just create something and it’s automatically copyrighted—how dull. Jim Weiler—
yes, him again!—shares this document from 1929 with the comment, “A footnote
to KN #8: Five years before Fiddling Cracksmanwent to press, Harry popped for a
dollar to copyrightMitzi.” As our subscribers obviously will remember, back in
KN #8 (1997), Martin Kristenson wrote, “I recently read The Mystery of the
Fiddling Cracksman. Do you know if the play inserted in the novel, ‘Mitzi,’ is
written by Keeler himself or his wife?” I replied: “Eric Thorsen and I were
discussing this very question recently, and we were both convinced that Hazel
was the author—‘Mitzi’ has the sentimental and supernatural elements that are
typical of her fiction and rare in Harry’s. However, as it turns out, Harry’s work
records show that he wrote the ‘playlet’ himself, in 1929. A mystery remains,
however: was Harry deliberately imitating Hazel’s style?” — Ed.

©
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For sale: Keeler novels inscribed by HSK to Lily Soloway,
who was his secretary in the early 1920s—including a rare
Hutchinson edition of The Voice of the Seven Sparrows and nine
other titles. Inscriptions include: “To his charming and naïve
little friend”; “Signed by ye author, this day of May 1st B.E.
(Beer Era)”; “—in which a ‘author’ makes his own Xmas card
by writin’ his greetin’s on the fly-leaf of a new edition, just off
English press. (But Lord help you if you send ME a Xmas
card!!!!)”; “A bloomin’ H’English book for Lily’s library of
Keelerania!” Contact Leslie Wichers, Ms. Soloway’s
granddaughter, at lesliewichers@hotmail.com.
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Letters
The last issue of KN was great. HSK really does
seem to be an inexhaustible natural resource.

Chris Mikul
Haymarket, New South Wales, Australia

Or unnatural.

I, as a newbie, enjoy Keeler’s work very much—I
printed thebooksavailable fromyourwebsite and
drew covers for them. Both Keeler’s personality
and work are inspirational. In Europe, one has to
be quite lucky to find his books in secondhand
bookstores, but from now, the hunt will be on.

Marcel Ruijters
Rotterdam

See more of Marcel’s art at
marcelruijters.wordpress.com.

I ama28-year-oldwoman,somaybenotyour typi-
cal Keeler fan! I got into him a few years ago and
themoreKeeler I read, themore fanatically enthu-
siastic I feel about his work.

Zynab Hashim Al-Ma’Ali
Berkeley, Cal.

I recently discovered the work of our author
through one of the most remarkable Spanish
Keelerites, Alberto López Aroca, and he has been
a source of continuous pleasure and amazement
for me since. For this reason, I would be really
proudof joiningyour ranks. I amanauthormyself
of some mystery novels (one of them translated
into English and sold in America:Only One Thing
Missing) andalsoaprofessorofphilosophy inhigh
school.

Luis Manuel Ruiz
Seville

I just discovered the HSK Society’s website. It is a
glorious celebration of the man and his work. I
have never been able to fully understand any of
Keeler’s books, getting lost in the circularity of his
plots and the way the books all seem to demand
that you have read the other books. As the editor
of the Baker Street Journal, I appreciate the work of
any other editor. Dipping into the issues online, I
have found information and amusement.

Steven Rothman
Philadelphia

Have you read Emily St. John Mandel’s novels?
They’re good, often involving crime and an ele-
ment of mystery—and they have webwork plots!
I don’t think she is consciously emulating themas-
ter (hence her mainstream success), but the kine-
matics are there. I recently reviewedher latest, Sea
of Tranquility, and included references toHSKand
webwork. HSK was removed and webwork was
initially changed to “web-like,” but I was able to
retain it, hoping it might be a message in a bottle:

Sea of Tranquility is witty, insightful, moving
andmeticulously plotted—a requirement of
time-travel narratives for the avoidance of
paradox, anda skillMandelhasdemonstrat-
ed throughout her oeuvre. Her fictions rou-
tinelymakeuseof interweavingplot strands
and time periods, and culminate in convinc-
ing resolutions. These careful “webwork”
structures also encapsulate an abiding the-
matic concern with the precarious nature of
reality.

Mike Saler
Berkeley, Cal.
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Our dear friend Ed Park recently had not one, but two
Keeler references popup on the screen of his phone in two
days. The first is from A.Word.A.Day; the second, from
Namwali Serpell’s review ofMohsin Hamid’s The Last
White Man in The Atlantic. Has our man become a
cultural touchstone?

This handsome bookmark with an
atmospheric scene from a neglected
asylum promotes the most recent

Spanish edition of The Spectacles of Mr.
Cagliostro (Ediciones del Azar, 2012).
Did you know that azarmeans chance?
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Boccaccio!
George Eliot!

Charles Dickens!
Dashiell Hammett!

Harriet Frank, Jr.!
Harry Stephen Keeler!

InMemoriam
Geoff Marriott, of Middlesbrough, Eng-
land, passed away in October 2021. Geoff was
a great book collector and a member of HSKS
from the beginning. I was always delighted to
receive his handwritten letters with cheerful
contributions to Keeler News. —Ed.

NewMembers
Harris, Quinn, parts unknown
HashimAl-Ma’Ali, Zynab,Berkeley,Cal.
Murphy, Sean, Tucson, Ariz.
Rothman, Steven, Philadelphia
Ruijters, Marcel, Rotterdam & Helsinki
Ruiz, Luis Manuel, Seville

Returning Member
Bronson, Ed, Naperville, Ill.

Looking to fill out your collection of Spanish Keelers?
Check out todocoleccion.net, with some 700 Keeler
books listed—many including dustjackets, and most
at very reasonable prices.

A Sentence from the Master
And riveted thus, as it were, the cynosure of
dozens of eyes turning back and gaping
curiously, some even grinningly, at him,
Saul could not see the bright, black hard
eyes of a girl of about 27, with almost too
highly carmined lips, and dressed in a plaid
suit and neat little scarlet hat, across from
him on the diagonally opposite corner, grow
harder yet at the sight of him and his
undeniable lumberjack’s accouterments, nor
did he hear her say to herself: “Lumberjack!
—and about the biggest I’ve ever seen
during all the while I’ve worked this stretch
as a stiff-roller!—lumberjack, undoubtedly
graduated to the axe-crew from being
Chinese camp cook—but his whole spring
and summer’s wages inside his filthy shirt,
and him and it ready for the taking.”

The Stolen Gravestone




